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(1) Background:
Adnexal Torsion (AT) is defined as the twisting by at least one complete turn of the tube and ovary, or more rarely the fallopian tube alone
around the infundibulopelvic and utero-ovarian ligaments. AT can affect normal ovaries.
The ovarian vessels become compressed. Venous and lymphatic flow affected first, leading to ovarian oedema .
Muscular arteries resist occlusion more than veins – however spectral doppler may appear abnormal as torsion increases. Total obstruction is
a late sign, due to dual ovarian arterial flow. AT can occur at any age, mean occurrence in the reproductive years. Untreated, ovarian
ischaemia and necrosis occurs. Fertility can be affected, clinical health compromised by haemorrhage, infection and peritonitis.
Risk factors;
1) can be associated with ovarian mass or tubal infection;
2) Fertility treatment;
3) Pregnancy.
Considered a gynaecology emergency, incidence 3% [3], patients attend with acute onset of severe pain. Only confirmed by surgical diagnosis.
Ultrasound (U/S) hallmarks together with clinical signs can support a prompt diagnosis. In a specialist gynaecology triage unit of a regional
University teaching hospital increased knowledge of U/S hallmarks by both sonographers and clinicians accredited in gynaecology U/S could
improve patient safety and outcomes by better recognition of hallmarks identified in sentinel articles and utilizing them in conjunction . The
more hallmarks present the more specific the diagnosis.

(5) Conclusion & Recommendations:
In assessing accuracy of AT diagnosis retrospectively only by “gold standard” surgery it is possible that the incidence of AT is higher (intermittent occurrence).
As shown  by the hall marks in bold  in U/S imaging diagram, it has been concluded that two of these criteria would support a specific diagnosis of AT (1). This 

study found a sensitivity of 0.84, specificity of 0.77, and accuracy of 0.81 (1)  in combination with clinical signs this could significantly enhance accuracy(3). 
Therefore the author recommends.
• Enhanced knowledge of hallmark signs by the sonography and specialist gynaecology team, through dissemination of this posters wider learning.
• Potential of prospective study where patients attending acute setting have a protocol driven scan with specific images and use of doppler with clinical data 

assessment in order to compare to retrospective evidence already published.
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(3) Results:
A provisional review of literature provided insight into why AT is so challenging to identify, 
mainly due to its non-specific symptoms as well as lack of knowledge relating to stages of 
process of torsion affects on the adnexal organs and structures  involved.   All evidence 
appears to have been comprehensively gathered retrospectively as such with reviews of U/S 
images and reports. 

A total of 143 articles were identified.  The initial sorting process related to excluding those 
who only discussed the management of torsion
Within the 140 articles remaining a number relate to paediatrics as well as individual 
interesting cases, further evaluation was completed using folders named, No, Yes and 
Maybe.

• Yes - included all adult based articles, imaging comparable and U/S signs.  Imaging with 
clinical signs and symptoms. Use of colour/power doppler. Novel identifying features, 
Whirlpool, Snail Shell, Follicular ring sign. Articles published between 2011-2018

• No - individual case reviews and paediatric only articles
• Maybe – Pictorial review, although Paediatric based included excellent visual image 

supporting description of Adnexal /ovarian torsion.

Final selection of 3 sentinel articles were chosen for key factors; most recent review feature, 
practical evidence of specificity, sensitivity and accuracy and comparable imaging.  In 
reviewing evidence of predictive clinical signs with imaging features, in addition the author 
included one where a novel, not previously documented feature was discussed which was 
believed to be a potential additional feature enhancing specificity of AT.
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(4) Discussion:
• By using the hallmark parameters specific, sensitive and more accurate differentiation can 

be made between  women presenting to the emergency gynaecology triage service as to 
how likely they are to have adnexal torsion (3).

• 71.6% of AT are likely to occur in Reproductive women mean age 30 years (3) and increased 
risk factors include pregnancy, pelvic inflammatory disease. However differential diagnosis 
can include haemorrhagic cysts, PCO, corpus luteal cysts Essential to utilise the safest and 
available imaging technique operated by skilled and knowledgeable practitioners for U/S 
and also informed specialists in CT/MRI who accurately report their findings promptly.

• Important not to delay surgery but equally not wishing to risk unnecessary surgical 
intervention and potential damage to pelvic organs (risk to pregnancy/fertility)(3).

• AT appears to occur more frequently in the Right adnexa with the rationale of a longer 
utero-ovarian ligament due to presence of the sigmoid colon and therefore less available 
space for rotation(1). However this can also be associated with appendicitis, challenging 
diagnostic ability(3). Novel signs may add to arsenal of hall mark signs (4). 

• AT is not only associated with pathology ie Teratoma but with normal ovaries (1).
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